3 MAJOR SALES

SLI LIGHTING
CCC DE MEXICO
CIUDAD JUAREZ, MEXICO
TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 20 & 21
AT 9:00 A.M. EACH DAY
MAGNETIC & ELECTRONIC BALLAST MANUFACTURING FACILITY PLUS INDUSTRIAL REAL ESTATE

STB
CIUDAD JUAREZ, MEXICO
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 21
IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING AND SOLD FROM THE SLI LIGHTING AUCTION
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT

SLI LIGHTING
POWER LIGHTING PRODUCTS
EL PASO, TEXAS
THURSDAY, AUGUST 22
AT 9:00 A.M.
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT AND UL LABORATORY, RAW MATERIAL WAREHOUSE & FINISHED PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION FACILITY
BALLAST MANUFACTURING LINES

Preliminary Magnetic Ballast Manufacturing Cell Including:
(9) Wallace Engineering flat wire stick core, electric coil winding machines, wire flattening system, coil winders.

Preliminary Magnetic Ballast Manufacturing Cell Including:

(10) WALLACE ENGINEERING Fluorescent Lamp Magnetic Ballast Manufacturing Final Assembly Lines.

VALMONT Electric Magnetic Fluorescent Lamp Ballast Primary and Final Manufacturing Line, w/Wallace semi-automatic tube core, electric coil, winders, wire flattening system.

(4) GENERAL ELECTRIC Fluorescent Light Ballast Preliminary Transformer Manufacturing Lines.

(3) GENERAL ELECTRIC Preliminary Fluorescent Light Ballast Transformer Manufacturing Lines.

(10) WALLACE ENGINEERING Fluorescent Lamp Magnetic Ballast Manufacturing Final Assembly Lines.

VALMONT Electric Magnetic Fluorescent Lamp Ballast Primary and Final Manufacturing Line, w/Wallace semi-automatic tube core, electric coil, winders, wire flattening system.

(4) GENERAL ELECTRIC Fluorescent Light Ballast Preliminary Transformer Manufacturing Lines.

(3) GENERAL ELECTRIC Preliminary Fluorescent Light Ballast Transformer Manufacturing Lines.

(3) VALMONT Fluorescent Lamp Reactor Manufacturing Lines, w/8-station coil winders.

(5) WALLACE ENGINEERING Tube Core and Electric Stick Mandrel/Round Wire Core Manufacturing Lines, w/semi-automatic stick coil winders.

(3) Fluorescent Light Electronic Ballast Assembly Manufacturing Lines, w/Electrovert Econopak Plus Mdl. Vectra 450/F wave soldering system, s/n 1108595-01.

Fluorescent Lamp Ballast Potting Compound Heating and Circulating System.

Fluorescent Outdoor Light Ballast Waterproof Sealing System, w/Liquid Control Posi-Ratio pumping system.


(2) GENERAL ELECTRIC Ballast Case Eyelet Closing Presses.

VALMONT Fluorescent Lamp Reactor Case Eyelet Closing Press.


DESPATCH Fluorescent Lamp Ballast Tar Impregnation System.

GENERAL ELECTRIC Ballast Rework System, w/ballast performance testers, heating system, case sealing press, potting compound filling station.

GENERAL ELECTRIC Mdl. 354500-1 Wire Terminal Terminator, s/n 158537, w/Mdl. 446412-2-C amp applicator, s/n 303109.

Large Quantity of Wire Guides, Stick Mandrels, Drive Gears and Winder Heads.

(2) HEPCO Mdl. 5600-220 Feeders, s/n 2153.

HEPCO Mdl. 1500-1 Lead Cutter, s/n 3590.

GENERAL PRODUCTION DEVICES Mdl. CF-8 Fuse Lead Cutting and Bending Machine, s/n 89468.

CAMBRIDGE AUTOMATION Mdl. AE2001 Eyelet Press, s/n 3199.

(6) HEPCO Mdl. 1700-1 Formers.

PRE-FORM


(5) VALMONT Computerized Transformer Testers, w/trip light isobar AC spike and line noise filters, Tektronix 2-channel oscilloscopes, (2) Hewlett-Packard multimeters, Phillips programmable auto. ALC meter.

Computerized Transformer Tester, w/Wayne Kerr precision magnetic analyzer.

(2) GENERAL ELECTRIC Fluorescent Lamp Electronic Ballast Closers.
**INSERTION EQUIPMENT**

**BROOME** Electronic Component Inserter, s/n R6285A00075.

**UNIVERSAL INSTRUMENTS** Electronic Component Inserter, s/n 6292A39695440623404.

**BROOME** Electronic Component Sequencer, s/n R2596A 24400-SENSLO50.

(2) **UNIVERSAL INSTRUMENTS** Mdl. 6241B Component 20-Position Sequencers, s/n's 6241C39695440623406, 6241B1823140623404.

(2) **UNIVERSAL INSTRUMENTS** Mdl. 3789A 2-Station 4-Head Eyelet Rivet Inserters.

**CAMBRIDGE AUTOMATION** Mdl. AE2001H Eyelet Press, s/n 3287.

**CUT TO LENGTH LINES**

(4) **ARTOS** Mdl. CS9-5-45 Cut to Length/Wire Stripping Lines, s/n's 13670, 10640, 15049, NA.

(3) **ARTOS** Mdl. CS26A Cut to Length/Wire Stripping Lines, s/n's 38205, 49487-02, 40092.

**ARTOS** Mdl. CS26 Cut to Length/Wire Stripping Line, s/n 50439-001.

**IDEAL** Mdl. 45-750 Cut to Length/Wire Stripping Line, s/n 4575000419.

**CORE SPOOL**

(2) **VALMONT** Core Spools, w/auto. cutoff saw.

**CUTTERS**

(3) 1996 **ARTOS** Mdl. C-4 8” Mylar Film Cutters, s/n’s 41423, 51453-001, NA.

**VALMONT** 24” Semi-Automatic Paper Cutter.

**WINDER**

**LASSONA** 24” Electric Coil Stick Core Round Wire Winder.

**PACKAGING**


**LOVESHAW** Mdl. 7C Case Sealer, s/n 499286247.

**DISPENSA-MATIC** Mdl. U45 Ballast Label Dispenser, s/n 282P2.

(2) **NATO** Mdl. 178400 Bar-Code Printer/Labelers, s/n’s 11200073, 1070027.

**FARGO** Prodigy Label Printer.

**MATERIAL HANDLING**


(2) 1989 **YALE** 4,000-Lb. Cap. Electric Forklifts.


(2) **HYSTER** 6,000-Lb. and 4,000-Lb. Cap. Electric Forklifts.

(2) **CLARK** 5,000-Lb. and 3,000-Lb. Cap. Electric Forklifts.

(25) Hydraulic Pallet Lifts.

(2) 1983 **CLARK** Electric Standup Tug Carts.

**MAINTENANCE SHOP**

**DENOHAASTER** C-Frame Punch Press.

**BENCHMASTER** Mdl. 1-1/2 OBI Press.

**BRIDGEPORT** CNC Vertical Mill.

**BRIDGEPORT** Series 1 2 Hp. Mill, w/Acu-Rite DRO.

**GORTON** Mill, w/Anilam Mini-Wizard DRO.

Toolroom Lathes; Surface and Pedestal Grinders; Band Saws; Cutoff Saws; Leaf Brake; Drill Presses; PEXTO Mdl. U142C Shear; Acetylene Cutting Torches; Welders; Pipe Threader; Large Quantity of Hand Tools.
• 168,519± SQ. FT. MANUFACTURING FACILITY LOCATED ON 372,616± SQ. FT. (8.2± ACRES)
• ZONING: M-1 INDUSTRIAL
• 16’ – 22’ CLEAR CEILING HEIGHTS
• (8) DOCK DOORS WITH LEVELERS
• SUBSTATION: (3) 500 KVA TRANSFORMERS
  (1) 1500 KVA TRANSFORMER
• 100% SPRINKLERED
• COOLING/HEATING: EVAPORATIVES IN PLANT, HVAC IN OFFICES

VEHICLES
2000 NISSAN Tsuru, odometer 34,536 km.
1976 WHITE Truck Tractor, VIN FBDCDGE846995.

INSPECTION EQUIPMENT
Huge Quantity Including BLUE M Lab Ovens; METTLER Scales; KIKUSUI Power Sources;
YOKOGAWA Digital Power Meters; ROD-L Hypot Tester; MICRO-VU Mdl. 9050A Optical Comparator;
TEKTRONIX Curve Tracers; OLYMPUS Mdl. SZ40 Microscope; BROOKFIELD Thermosel Viscosity Testers; A/Z-TECH Wire Insulation Tester; CHATILLON Electric Wire Tension/Compression Tester; VALHALLA Digital Power Analyzers; TEKTRONIX Oscilloscopes; MITUTOYO Microscopes, w/DRO; HEWLETT-PACKARD LaserJet Printers; Desks; Chairs; File Cabinets; Tables; Credenzas; Fax Machines; Copiers; Complete Kitchen and Cafeteria, including ranges, fryers, ovens, ice dispensers, reach-in coolers, SS food service line, beverage dispenser, steamers, SS sinks, dishwasher, cafeteria dining tables, and much more!

AIR HANDLING
(4) SULLAIR Mdl. PSII-1200 Pure Air Refrigerated Air Dryers.
(4) SULLAIR Mdl. LS12-50H Air Compressors.
INGERSOLL-RAND Mdl. P201 Refrigerated Air Dryers.
SULLAIR Mdl. 20-150L Air Dryer.
SULLAIR Mdl. SRD830 Refrigerated Air Dryer.
INGERSOLL-RAND Mdl. SSR Air Compressor.

MISCELLANEOUS
(200) Steel Shipping Containers; (250) 39” x 48” x 38” Wire Basket Shipping Containers; Huge Quantity of Pallet Racking; Ladders; Lockers; TIMEX Timekeeping System; Telephone System; COMPAQ, GATEWAY 2000, HEWLETT-PACKARD, DELL and IBM PC’s; HEWLETT-PACKARD LaserJet Printers; Desks; Chairs; File Cabinets; Tables; Credenzas; Fax Machines; Copiers; Complete Kitchen and Cafeteria, including ranges, fryers, ovens, ice dispensers, reach-in coolers, SS food service line, beverage dispenser, steamers, SS sinks, dishwasher, cafeteria dining tables, and much more!

DIES & MOLDS
(27) Steel Stamping Dies.
(6) ATM Injection Molds.

EACH AUCTION WILL BE CONDUCTED IN U.S. DOLLARS

TUESDAY, AUGUST 20
AT 11:00 A.M.
A 5% BUYER’S PREMIUM APPLIES TO THE PURCHASE OF THE REAL ESTATE
CONTACT AUCTIONEERS FOR DUE DILIGENCE PACKAGE
(800) 722-3334 • (410) 654-7500
IN COOPERATION WITH

SLI LIGHTING PRODUCTS • CCC DE MEXICO
AVE. FERNANDO BORREGUERO ESQUINA CALLE HORNOS
PARQUE INDUSTRIAL JUAREZ • CIUDAD JUAREZ, MEXICO
TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 20 & 21
AT 9:00 A.M. EACH DAY

AVAILABLE AT AUCTION
SIGNIFICANT INDUSTRIAL REAL ESTATE

www.michaelfox.com
SCREEN PRINTERS

(2) MPM Corp. Mdl. UP3000A Screen Printers, s/n U0570, U0557, 20-post print inspection, auto. stencil wipe, max./min. board dimensions 1’ x 2”–18” x 16”, printing method: 0.45°+90°, temperature controlled, w/dust collector, monitor.

CHIP SHOOTERS

(8) Universal Mdl. 4795R-HSP Chip Shooters, s/n’s 10003762-7-09034, 10003762-7-09036, 10003762-7-09037, 10003762-7-09038, 10003762-7-09039, 10003762-7-09040, 10003762-7-09041, 200 VAC, 30-amp, 50/60 Hz., 3-phase, 60 PSI, 1 SCFM, (36,000) components/hour, 0.10 seg./component, max./min. board size: 2” x 2”–9.84” x 13”, (80) feeder input stations (40+40), direct drive heads, (5) nozzles/(16) stations.

(5) Universal Instruments Mdl. 4796R-HSP Chip Shooters, s/n’s 10010467, 02-82992-0198, 4796R-8-10110, 4796R-8-10109, 4796R-8-10107, 200 vac, 30-amp, 50/60 Hz., 3-phase, 60 PSI, 1.4 CFM, (36,000) components/hour, 0.10 seg./component, max./min. board size: 2” x 2”–1.4” x 18”, (80) feeder input stations (40+40), direct drive heads, (5) nozzles/(16) stations.

OVENS

(4) THERMAFLO RESEARCH INC. Mdl. Thermaflo-10 Ovens, s/n’s 01-82992-0198, 02-81361-0997, 80664-0697, 81292-0897, 480 VAC, 60 Hz., LR-TN-BB-BF-SLT-MCA, 3-phase, 80-amp. fused, 54.6-kVA, ~68-amp.

10-Zone Convection Oven, 17’L. x 45’W.

PC BOARD OVENS

1994 ELECTROVERT Mdl. IF500CLVR-00002 PC Board Oven, s/n M0931001215/C117, 440-volt, 120-kVA, 152-amp., 3-phase, 60 Hz., 206’L. x 36’W.

RESEARCH INC. Mdl. TF-10 Thermaflo PC Board Oven, s/n 03-81361-0997, 480 VAC, 60 Hz., LR-TN-MCA-BB-BF-CA, 54.6-kVA, 80-amp., 3-phase, 208’L. x 44’W.

1996 BTU-INTERNATIONAL Mdl. VIP98N PC Board Oven, s/n STBS-1, max. temperature 300°C., 480-volt, 70-amp., 48-kVA, 3-phase, 60 Hz., 198’L. x 44’W.

ELECTROVERT Mdl. INFRAFLO 500-CLV PC Board Oven, s/n FR-13, 205’L. x 44’W, w/24”W. x 2’H. infeed/discharge.

BUFFER STACKERS

(6) CONVEYOR TECH. PC Board Buffer/Stackers, s/n’s BFR-1, BFR-2, BFR-3, BFR-4, BFR-5, BFR-6, FIFO and LIFO pass-through, 20-board capacity, SMEMA capability, max./min. board size: 2” x 4”–16” x 18”.

A 10% BUYER’S PREMIUM APPLIES TO ALL PURCHASES AT EACH AUCTION
WAVE SOLDERING SYSTEMS

1992 ELECTROVERT Mdl. ECONOPAK-1/16F SMT Wave Soldering System, s/n M0920610037/LV198, 220-volt, 3-phase, 60 Hz., 93.3-amp., 32.9-kVA.

1996 ELECTROVERT Mdl. EPK/400F ECONOPAK-SMT Wave Soldering System, s/n MO-9607120696, 440-volt, 3-phase, 60 Hz., 32.9-kVA, 43.2-amp.

ELECTROVERT Mdl. ECONOPAK-II/16F-LV Wave Solder System, s/n M088527001/LV7070, 440-volt, 3-phase, 60 Hz., 32.9-kVA, 39.6-amp.


HEPCO Mdl. 9000-1 Solder Sphere Placement System, s/n 1127.

BARE BOARD LOADERS

(7) PROLINE Bare Board Loaders, 42”L x 18” dia.

PC BOARD WASHER

TECHNICAL DEVICES CO. Mdl. NU/CLEAN 3/8 Poly SMT PC Board Washer, s/n 4996-315, 480 VAC, 139-amp., 3-phase, 60 Hz., 173”L x 47”W x 18”W conveyor.

TREK INDUSTRIES INC. Mdl. TRITON IV SMT PC Board Washer, s/n T4-697-480-6880W, 460-volt, 97-amp., 3-phase, 60 Hz., 222”L x 48”W x 18”W conveyor, 18.5”W x 4.5”H infeed/discharge.

PC BOARD CONVEYOR

(3) PC Board Conveyor Units, s/n’s TRN-1, TRN-2, TRN-3, 52”L x 24”W.

BOARD-FLO PC Board Conveyor, 36”L x 20”W.

(3) UNIVERSAL INSTRUMENTS 48”L PC Board Conveyors, s/n’s 10006508, 10006509, 10010932, w/variable speed drive.

SEQUENCE TESTERS

(3) TERADYN Mdl. Z1805-1MS PC Board Sequence Testers, s/n’s 118175, 118166, 118179, w/computer, monitor.

BOARD FLIPPERS

(3) BOARD-FLO Conveyor/Board Flippers, 67”L x 24”W.

LAB TEST EQUIPMENT

PHILLIPS and FLUKE RCL Meters; ERSA Micro-Con Module; AMETEK Force Gage; STARRETT Granite Surface Plates; OMEGA Digital Thermometers; MITUTOYO Block Gage Sets; VERNON Pin Gage Sets; GOLDSTAR Oscilloscopes; HUNTRON Pulse Generator; PHILLIPS Color Television Pattern Generator; MOUNTZ Torque Calibration Unit; HACH Colorimeter; HIROX Compact Micro Vision System; MEIJI Microscopes; CYBEROPTICS Optical Comparator.

COMPUTER COMPONENTS

PENTIUM II-III Processor Chips; 1-GB–8.4-GB Hard Drives; Motherboards; Power Supplies; DATA I/O Base Units and Chip Programmers; MEIJI High Intensity Illuminators; Coaxial Cable; Shielded S-VHS Video Cable; COVID S-Video Distribution Amplifiers; PC Video Boards; SONY Trinitron Color Video Monitors.

STB EQUIPMENT LOCATION: KIMBALL DE JUAREZ, PAN AMERICAN HIGHWAY, KM 18, PARQUE INDUSTRIAL AEROPUERTO CIUDAD JUAREZ, MEXICO WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 21 • IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING SLI LIGHTING PRODUCTS AVE. FERNANDO BORREGUERO ESQ. CON CALLE HORNOS PARQUE INDUSTRIAL JUAREZ CIUDAD JUAREZ, MEXICO • EQUIPMENT OFFERED BY VIDEO THEATER STYLE

PC BOARD WASHER

SULLAIR Mdl. LS20-100 Skid-Mounted 100 Hp. Rotary Screw Air Compressors, s/n’s 003-111407, 003-107039, 003-111406, 60 Hz., 125 PSIG.

SULLAIR Mdl. 10-25 AC/AC 25 Hp. Rotary Screw Air Compressor, s/n E03-93272, 60 Hz., 125 PSI, 5,516 hours.

1996 PIONEER Mdl. R500A Refrigerant Air Dryer, s/n 63067H6B12, 3 hp., 460-volt, 3-phase, 60 Hz., R-22 charge 12-lb., 200 PSI.

1994 PIONEER Mdl. R225A Refrigerant Air Dryer, s/n 60974H4B44, 460-volt, 3-phase, 60 Hz., R-22 charge 37-lb., 460-volt, 3-phase, 60 Hz., 190–450 PSIG, 7.5 hp. motor on evaporator, (2) 1 hp. fans.

1997 LUXAIRE Mdl. DAHC-W240AB Commercial Central Air Conditioner, s/n NGFM078205, R-22 charge 37-lb., 460-volt, 12-lb., 200 PSI.

1994 PIONEER Mdl. R225A Refrigerant Air Dryer, s/n 60974H4B44, 460-volt, 3-phase, 60 Hz., R-22 charge 37-lb., 460-volt, 3-phase, 60 Hz., 190–450 PSIG, 7.5 hp. motor on evaporator, (2) 1 hp. fans.

200 PSI.

1997 LUXAIRE Mdl. DAHC-W240AB Commercial Central Air Conditioner, s/n NGFM078205, R-22 charge 37-lb., 460-volt, 3-phase, 60 Hz., 190–450 PSIG, 7.5 hp. motor on evaporator, (2) 1 hp. fans.

1994 PIONEER Mdl. R225A Refrigerant Air Dryer, s/n 60974H4B44, 460-volt, 3-phase, 60 Hz., R-22 charge 37-lb., 460-volt, 3-phase, 60 Hz., 190–450 PSIG, 7.5 hp. motor on evaporator, (2) 1 hp. fans.

1997 LUXAIRE Mdl. DAHC-W240AB Commercial Central Air Conditioner, s/n NGFM078205, R-22 charge 37-lb., 460-volt, 3-phase, 60 Hz., 190–450 PSIG, 7.5 hp. motor on evaporator, (2) 1 hp. fans.

1997 LUXAIRE Mdl. DAHC-W240AB Commercial Central Air Conditioner, s/n NGFM078205, R-22 charge 37-lb., 460-volt, 3-phase, 60 Hz., 190–450 PSIG, 7.5 hp. motor on evaporator, (2) 1 hp. fans.

1997 LUXAIRE Mdl. DAHC-W240AB Commercial Central Air Conditioner, s/n NGFM078205, R-22 charge 37-lb., 460-volt, 3-phase, 60 Hz., 190–450 PSIG, 7.5 hp. motor on evaporator, (2) 1 hp. fans.
**PACKAGING**

- SHARP Mdl. BPS-1 Thermal Seal Plastic Bag Packaging Machine.
- 1993 SATO Automatic Label Printer.
- 1994 SIGNODE Polyethylene Strapping System.
- LITCO 48" Shrink Wrap.
- CHALLENGER Mdl. 300HP 48" Pallet Shrink Wrap.

**FORKLIFTS**

- 1985 WALLACE Mdl. 7AM Auto. Thermostat Assembly Machine, 32-head turret, auto indexing.
- (3) VALMONT Fluorescent Light Output Test and Measurement Systems, w/UDT Mdl. S390 universal optometer.
- INDUSTRIAL ACOUSTICS Light Ballast Test System, w/Brue & Kjaer Type 2636 sound level recording system.
- (4) VALMONT Fluorescent Lamp Ballast Test Systems.
- HAEEFELY Lightning Strike Surge Fluorescent Lamp Ballast Test Simulator, w/Haefely No. PC6-2881 surge tester, Kiloherty generator, voltage module.
- Fluorescent Lamp Ballast Coil Temperature Rise Testing System.
- Fluorescent Ballast AC Capacitor Test System.
- INDUCTED EMISSIONS Electromagnetic Interference Test System.
- (4) VALMONT Fluorescent Lamp Ballast Testers.
- SHANNON KALPALS Ballast Cold Test Chamber.
- GENERAL ELECTRIC Eyelet Ballast Can Closing Press.
- EPM Mdl. VT/2 Coil Winder, s/n ACR.
- ADAMS-MAXWELL Mdl. 1200-3 Coil Winder.
- BACHI Mdl. 415 Coil Winder, s/n 36.
- 1992 DIVERSIFIED AUTOMATION Plate Engraver, Type LPKF91.
- 1992 DIVERSIFIED AUTOMATION Plate Engraver, Type LPKF91.
- 1992 DIVERSIFIED AUTOMATION Plate Engraver, Type LPKF91.
EACH AUCTION WILL BE CONDUCTED IN U.S. DOLLARS

AIR HANDLING
INGERSOLL-RAND Mdl. SSR-EP100 Air Compressor.
INGERSOLL-RAND Mdl. Hydro Guard HG550 Compressed Air Dryer.

MAINTENANCE SHOP
GROB No. NS24 Vertical Band Saw; WILTON Belt Sander; BRANSON No. L400 Parts Cleaner; Drill Presses; Welders; HERCULES 8,000-Lb. Cap. Jib Crane; TENNANT Power Scrubber.

MISCELLANEOUS
Approximately (380) Sections of 18' Heavy-Duty Pallet Racking; Office Furniture and Equipment Including Desks; Chairs; Credenzas; Tables; File Cabinets; Conference Tables; Copiers; Fax Machines.
MITEL Mdl. 200SX Lite Telephone System.
COMPAQ, GATEWAY 2000, IBM and DELL Personal Computers.
HEWLETT-PACKARD, PANASONIC, IBM, EPSON and OKI DATA Laser Printers.
Cafeteria Furniture and Equipment.

OVENS
BLUE M Mdl. ST-160A-2X Lab Oven, 12' x 20' x 20'.
BLUE M Mdl. POM-333C-1X Lab Oven, 18' x 18' x 15'.
BLUE M Stable Therm Oven.
(6) BLUE M Mdl. OV-500C-2 Lab Ovens, 18' x 18' x 15'.
BLUE M Mdl. CPR-7702C Environmental Test Chamber, 36' x 24' x 18'.
BLUE M Mdl. AC-75Q2HB-1X Environmental Test Chamber.
TENNEY Mdl. T27-3 Environmental Test Chamber, s/n 25383, 37' x 48' x 22'.

SLI LIGHTING PRODUCTS
1770 COMMERCE PARK
THURSDAY, AUGUST

2000 LOTS! ARRIVE EARLY STAY LATE

(410) 654-7500 • (800) 722-3334 • FAX (410) 654-5876 • www.michaelfox.com

(55) 55340070 • 01-800-7106413 • Fax (55) 55240313
LAB TEST EQUIPMENT

(2) BAUSCH & LOMB No. SZ-6 Microscopes.
(2) B & K PRECISION No. 1601 DC Power Supplies.
B & K PRECISION No. 2120 150-mHz Oscilloscope.
(2) BROOKFIELD Temperature Controllers.
(2) BROOKFIELD No. RVT 115/60 Viscometers.
(2) BRUEL & KJAER No. 2409 Electronic Voltmeters.
ENI No. 1140LA Power Amplifier.
(14) FLUKE No. 2176A, 2180 and 51 Digital Thermometers.
(4) FLUKE No. 80T-150U Temperature Probes.
(9) GENERAL RADIO No. 1581 Voltage Regulators.
(8) GRASEBY OPTRONICS No. 221 Detector Head Assemblies.
HEWLETT-PACKARD No. 4194A Impedance Analyzer, s/n 2830J04474.
HEWLETT-PACKARD No. 42841A DC Bias Current Source.
HEWLETT-PACKARD No. 4284A Precision LCR Meter.
HEWLETT-PACKARD No. 8447F OPT664 Amplifier.
HEWLETT-PACKARD No. 8591E Spectrum Analyzer.
(12) INTERMEC No. JG2020 Hand-Held Terminals.
(3) KIKUSUI No. COM7101A 4-Channel 100-mHz Digital Storage Oscilloscopes.
(14) KIKUSUI No. PCR500L AC Power Supplies.
(5) LEEDS & NORTHROP Chart Recorders.
LISTA Workbenches.
(3) NICOLET Oscilloscopes, 2-channel, w/Hewlett-Packard plotters.
(54) PEARSON ELECTRONICS No. MDL2878 Current Monitors.
(68) REX RHEOSTAT Rheostats.
(3) SENSITIVE RESEARCH Electrostatic Voltmeters.
(6) SIMPSON No. 229-2 Leakage Current Testers.
(3) SIMPSON No. 260 Analog Multimeters.
(8) SLaughter No. 1310-S.0 Hipot Testers.
SOKEN No. DAC-IR-2 Ion Loss Tester.
(4) STACO No. ARV-12057 Voltage Regulators.
(19) SUPERIOR Electric No. 1156D Powerstat Variable Transformers.
(50) SYLVANIA No. 20758 Variable Linear Reactors.
(12) TEKTRONIX No. DMM157 and DMM252 Digital Multimeters.
(8) TEKTRONIX No. J16 Digital Photometers.
(9) TEKTRONIX No. J6501 Photo Sensors.
(18) TEKTRONIX No. P5100 and P6015A Voltage Probes.
(9) TEKTRONIX No. P5200 Differential Probes.
(8) TEKTRONIX No. P6021 Current Probes.
(20) TEKTRONIX No. TDS410, TDS320, TDS410A, TDS420, TDS420A and TDS4600s Oscilloscopes.
(2) TEKTRONIX No. 576 Curve Tracers.
(5) TEKTRONIX No. 2230, 2247, 2430 and 475 Oscilloscopes.
(3) VALHALLA SCIENTIFIC No. 4300B Digital Micro-Ohmmeters.
(36) VOLTECH No. PM1000 and PM1200 AC Power Analyzers.
VOLTECH No. PM300A Universal Power Analyzer.
(16) YOKOGAWA No. 2503, 2533 and 2534 Digital Power Meters.

VEHICLE

1995 PLYMOUTH Voyager SE Mini Van, odometer 88,965 miles, AC, auto,
VIN 1P4G44R4SX646008.
SOME ITEMS FROM EACH AUCTION SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE

INVENTORY

Copper Wire Nickelmangan, .45mm, .6mm, approximately 265,585-lb.

Cable Wire, approximately 5,039,080’ total, 1850L PVC red, 1850L PVC white, 1850L PVC yellow, 2250L PVC black, 2250L PVC red, 2250L PVC white, Kynar 24 insulated.

Approximately (14,638,601) Diodes, RECT 3A 600-volt, RECT 3A 1,000-volt, 1N4007 non-glass, RECT 1A 1,000-volt, FAST 750ns 1A 1,050-volt, AXIAL 1N4148.

Approximately (137,514) Ballasts, finished product.

Approximately (1,567,421) Bobbins, E121 X 1/2 4-pin, sleeveless 14-pin, E20 10-pin, E30 10-pin, E25 4-pin, EE30 4-pin, E121 x 1/2 14-pin, E30.5 8-pin, E1625 x 5/8 12-pin, 8-pin MM8, E1187 x 3/16, MMS.

Approximately 17,847-Lb. Paper, KP MACH A50FB257B, gummed, A50FB245A.

Approximately (649,449) Transformers, XFR power assemblies.

Approximately (38,282,031) Capacitors, SMD .1µF 100-volt 5%, SMD .1µF 50-volt 10%, SMD .22µF 50-volt 5%, SMD .68µF 25-volt 10%, SMD 330pF 50-volt 10%, SMD .1µF 50-volt 5%, XXX .047µF 250-volt 10%, 3.06/.075/.075µF 850-volt, 3.06/.075/.075µF 750-volt.

Approximately (7,293,485) Transistors, MOS 600-volt 4.0-ohm, NPN 1,600-volt 4A T0-220, NPN 1,600-volt 6-amp, T0-220, NPN 800-volt 5-amp, T0-220, NPN 900-volt 5-amp, T0-220, Power Bulk 381D, NPN 180-volt 600-mA T0-92, MOS 300-volt .55-ohm, MOS 600-volt 4.0-ohm, NPN 600-mA T0-92.

Approximately (3,000,696) Inductor Assemblies.

Approximately (3,278,295) Cores, ELG ferrite, E30.5 AL2600 ungap, E30.5 AL147, E187 ungapped, E30.5 AL125, E4112 AL225, MMS asym gap AL=100, MMS ungap, E SM ferrite gap, E SM ferrite ungap, E25 AL 60, toroid AL2715.

Approximately (1,177,978) PC Boards.
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TERMS OF SALE: MACHINERY

NO WARRANTIES: Every item and lot in the Auction is sold:
(a) “AS IS, WHERE IS, AND WITHOUT RECOURSE,” and (b) with no warranties, guarantees or representation of any kind or variety, whether expressed, implied or otherwise.

PAYMENT: Each auction will be conducted in U.S. dollars. A 10% buyer’s premium applies to the purchase price of all on-site purchases. A 13.5% buyer’s premium applies to the purchase price of all on-line purchases. Cash or certified funds required in full at the time and place of auction. Non-certified checks will NOT be accepted unless accompanied by a valid bank letter of guarantee, which must be in the following format: This bank guarantees payment to Michael Fox International from (name of customer) on account #________ up to the amount of $______. This letter is valid for purchases at the auctions held at SLI Lighting Products on August 20, 21 and 22 and STB on August 21.

TERMS OF SALE: REAL ESTATE

A 5% buyer’s premium applies to the purchase price of the real estate. A deposit of $100,000.00 is due in certified funds at the time and place of the sale. Deposit must be increased to an amount equal to 10% of the bid price by Tuesday, August 27. Closing to occur by Thursday, September 19. Deposits must be in the form of a cashier’s check made payable to Michael Fox International, Inc. Time is of the essence. For complete terms of sale see the Contract of Sale printed in the Due Diligence Package.

PROPERTY CONDITION

The property is being sold in an “as is, where is” condition, with no warranties, guarantees or representations of any kind. Information contained in this brochure has been obtained from sources believed to be accurate, but is not guaranteed. Your complete inspection of the property and substantiating documents is advised. Buyers are responsible for all costs to remove their purchases and any and all damages incurred during the removal of such purchases.

INSPECTION

• SLI Lighting Products, CCC de Mexico, Ciudad Juarez, Mexico Thursday, Friday and Saturday, August 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20
• STB, Ciudad Juarez, Mexico – Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Monday, August 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21
• SLI Lighting Products, Power Lighting Products, El Paso, Texas Wednesday, August 21
• 10:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. each day or by appointment

DIRECTIONS

To SLI Lighting Products, Ciudad Juarez, Mexico from El Paso International Airport: Take Airway Boulevard for 1-1/2 miles. Turn right onto I-10 West. Drive 2-1/2 miles to Exit 22B (Juarez, Mexico). Cross bridge into Mexico and drive 1/2 mile to Herrera. Turn right and drive 100 yards to Chil Route 2. Turn right following signs to airport. Drive 2 miles, stay to the right, then drive 4 miles and turn right onto Ramone Rivera Lara. Drive 1-1/2 miles and cross railroad tracks (Eje Vial Juan Gabriel). Turn right onto Fernando Borreguero (Ind. Juarez). Drive 1/4 mile and turn left onto Hornos. Auction site is on the left.

To STB Carr. Panamericana Km 18.5 No. 9031, Parque Industrial Aeroguerto, Ciudad Juarez, Chil (Equipment Location) from El Paso International Airport: Take Airway Boulevard for 1-1/2 miles. Turn right onto I-10 West. Drive 2-1/2 miles to Exit 22B (Juarez, Mexico). Cross bridge into Mexico and drive 1/2 mile to Herrera exit. Turn right and drive 100 yards to Chil Route 2. Turn right following signs to airport. Drive 2 miles and veer right continuing to follow signs to airport. Drive approximately 8 miles to equipment location on the right.

To SLI Lighting Products, El Paso, Texas from El Paso International Airport: take Airway Boulevard for 1-1/2 miles. Turn right onto I-10 West and drive 18 miles. At Exit 8, Aircraft Road, turn right. Turn right onto Paseo del Norte. Turn left onto Northwestern Road. Drive 1/2 mile and turn right onto Market Center Avenue. Turn left onto Commerce Park Drive. Drive 100 yards to auction site on the right.

AIRPORT & TRANSPORTATION

The area is served by the El Paso International Airport approximately 13 miles north of the SLI Lighting Products (CCC de Mexico) site in Ciudad Juarez, Mexico and approximately 21 miles east of the SLI Lighting Products (Power Lighting Products) site in El Paso, Texas.

OVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATIONS

El Paso International Airport:
Hampton Inn ................................................(915) 771-8644
Hilton ............................................................(915) 778-4241
Holiday Inn ..................................................(915) 778-8411
Ciudad Juarez:
Hilton Garden Inn ......................................16-29-99-94
Holiday Inn ..................................................16-13-13-10

INFORMATION PROVIDED IS BELIEVED TO BE ACCURATE, BUT IS NOT GUARANTEED
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EXECUTIVE OFFICES

11425 CHRONHILL DRIVE, OWINGS MILLS, MARYLAND 21117
(410) 654-7500 • (800) 722-3334 • Fax (410) 654-5876

US OFFICES

BOSTON, CALIFORNIA, FLORIDA, MARYLAND, MASSACHUSETTS, NEW YORK, TEXAS

INTERNATIONAL OFFICES INCLUDING

CANADA, UNITED KINGDOM, AUSTRIA, BELGIUM, GERMANY, POLAND, TURKEY, CHINA, INDONESIA, KOREA, PHILIPPINES, SINGAPORE, MALAYSIA, THAILAND

http://www.michaelfox.com
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